Indoor - INDY Timer and Lap Counter
Flat Wall Mounted System

Shown here is the new Orbiter for permanent indoor track installation. The reader is connected to the display counting laps, total times, and split times.

This economical wireless system is simple to install. No mats or wires are required on the floor.

Orbiter wrist tags or the new 3D-tags are both ideally suited to this system.

Orbiter’s unique “Loop Multiple Start” software handles starts staged away from the finish line, so the distance will meet military standards.

This new product means there are now three unique systems available from Orbiter:

(1) Standard Orbiter (with upright orange bollard)
(2) SLING (Bag or Hard Case)
(3) INDY Timer (indoor track system)
(4) For Navy Vessels, optional Microwave tags which are immune to electronic magnetic interference (EMI) interference.

Information at info@Orbiter.com